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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

Black Sheep 

"Clothing, Art, and Skateboards"

Black Sheep is more than just a skateboard shop. It stocks all the latest

products the skateboard industry has to offer, and come the South End's

monthly Gallery Crawl, the store becomes a pillar of the art community as

well. Custom designed clothing and footwear are always available, and

the walls are usually lined with paintings or photography produced by

local artists. See website for special event announcements.

 +1 704 333 1423  www.blacksheepnc.com/  blacksheep@blacksheepnc

.com

 1504 Camden Road, Suite

200, Charlotte NC

 by kevin dooley   

Bass Pro Shops 

"All about the Outdoors"

Bass Pro Shops are a chain of specialty sports shops which are known for

their top-quality hunting and fishing gear. The Concord city branch offers

everything from children's clothing to fly fishing and shooting gear. The

place is much more than your fishing store and visitors can spend hours

exploring the aquarium, shooting arcade, outdoor gear and other displays

which can be found here. Classes on wildlife education and safe hunting

as well as seminars and events by local forest and wildlife conservation

groups are also organized here from time to time.

 +1 704 979 2200  www.basspro.com/webap

p/wcs/stores/servlet/CFPa

geC?appID=94&storeID=6

&storeId=10151

 Manager_Charlotte_NC@b

asspro.com

 8181 Concord Mills

Boulevard, Concord NC

 by steve_lodefink   

Omega Sports 

"Sports Gear and Clothes"

Whether you are looking for the perfect pair of running shoes, a trendy

but functional outfit for the gym or gear for some hardcore sports training,

Omega Sports has what you need. Part of a chain of shops which has

branches across the city, Omega Sports at the Northcross Shopping

Center is a great place to visit for sports goods while you are on a

shopping spree. Adidas, Nike, Wilson, Reusch, Princem Under Armor and

Babolat are some of the well-known brands which can be found here.

 +1 704 892 5544  www.omegasports.net/  9747 Sam Furr Road, Northcross

Shopping Center, Huntersville NC
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